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An investigation has been made to obtain sn indication as to the
desired magnitudes of the pilot’s stick forces end stick displacements
in relation to the tracking performance. The tests have been performed

& on a ground simulator with one degree of freedom, pitch. The stick
force and stick displacement per unit response were variable, and the
period and damping characteristics could be sdjusted to cover the ranges

* existing for most airplsne types. For this investigation the period snd
dsmping of the ground simulator were typical of those of current fighters
operating at low altitudes and at subsonic speeds.

The results of the tests for a wel&dsmped airplane show that, as
the required stick displacements were reduced, the accuracy of the sub-
Sects in performing the tracking task improved. The tests also showed
that, as the force required was reduced, the accuracy improved.

The control technique used by the subjects in this investigation
may be somewhat different from that used in actual flight. In these
tests, the subjects utilized a procedure to improve the response of
the airphne wherein much nmre force and displac-nt were applied
then were required to give steady-state response. h actm tr~~~
flight, the control procedure msy be conditioned by other factors, snd
control applications msy be somewhat slower and more deliberate.

INTRODUCTION

The design
displacement of

t

of the pilot’s primary control, that is, the mount of
the control stick required to deflect the control surface,
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usually has been based on
advantage compatible with
pilot. Investigations of
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*
the desire for the highest possible mechanical
both the cockpit size and the reach of the ~.–

the effects of cogtrol-stick displacement and
related force characteristics on the pilot’s abilities in performing a —

specific task have not generaldy been made. With the higher speeds and
the more exacting requirements of today’s flying, a more precise deter-
mination of control displacement and force characteristics is needed.
In addition, the use of power-actuated controls and mechanical-feel
systems in which the stick is not direct3y connected to-the control sur-

..-

face gives the designer greater flexibility in the selection of the
amount of stiok displacement smd stick force reqtired to produce a given
airplame response. The research progr~ covered in this report was
underta&n to provide an indication as to the desired magnitudes of the

-.

stick displacements snd of the stick forces in relation to the PerfO~ce
of a tracking task.

The tests were performed on a ground simulator with one degree of
freedom, pitch. The stick force snd stick displacement per unit .response _ _
were vsried, and the period and dsmping characteristicswere adjusted to
simulate those of--typicalpresent-day fighter airplanes operating at low
altitudes and subsonic speeds. Using the simulator, a group of subjects
attempted to track a randomJy moving target.

b.
Various conibinationsof --=

stick-force and stick displa&ment per unit response were investigated
and were evaluated on the basis of
subject.

This report contains the test
gearing at two different values of
these tests the simulated drplsne
1/2 cycle per second and a dsmping

%

E

D

the ave&e tracking error of each k ““

results for a range of stick-displacement
stick force per unit response. For
had an @dsmped natural frequency of

—

ratio of approximately 0.8. —

SYMBOLS

normal acceleration, g units

mesn aerodynamic chord, ft

Edoperator} - —
V dt

—.-

—

static force gradient, lb/deg

dxs
-
act /static stick gearing, in. deg
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A, B, C,
E, F, G,

b J, K, P, Q }

Subscripts:
b

A

s

stick force, lb

acceleration due to gravity,

time, sec

velocity, ft/sec

stick displacement, in.

angle of attack, deg

stick deflection, deg

pitch angle, deg

simulator deflection, deg

constant coefficients

airplane

simulator

DESIGN

A simple mechanical system
longitudinal characteristics of

ft/sec2

CONSIDERATIONS

that was capable of reproducing the
sm airplane was desired. The second-

order system consisting of a mass, a spring, and a dsshpot, which was
selected, would satisfactorily reproduce the period and dsmping of the
short-period oscillation of the airplane but would have a response to
control applications differing from that of conventional airplanes to
the extent discussed in the following paragraphs. = brief, the differ-
ences are that, on the simulator, a given control application would pro-
duce a given stesdy-state displacement or, in effect, a given pitch angle.
On most airplanes, for low-frequency stick inputs, a given control appli-
cation would produce (if the very-long-period phugoid mode is neglected)
a given steady-state normal acceleration which shows up visually to the
pilot as a continually increasing pitch sngle, the rate being proportional

* to the normal acceleration. At higher stick-input frequencies on the order
of or greater thsn one-half the freqmncy of the short-period oscil-
lation, the airplane pitch response and that of the simulator become alike.

d
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The following transfer functions of
the airplane response for two degrees of
show the exact extent of simnil.ation:

(L) .~
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*
the simulator response snd of
freedom (determined from ref. 1)

Y

AD2+BD+C

W+ FD+G

—

In these equations the denominator represents the characteristic
equation of the system which determines the period smd dmping. in the

—
t

S.irpl=e pitch trwfer fUnCtiO?I (e/tjs)A, the coefficient K for current

airplanes roughly varies from 3 to 15 tires greater than the coefficient .C. ~
Thus, for maderate to high frequencies the response of the simulator is
seen to be of similar form to the pitch response of the airplane. It can
be demonstrated that for most airplanes this similarity exists for fre-

<

quencies greater than one-half the natural frequency. (For example, see
fig. 19 of ref. 1.)

—

M the airplane normsl-acceleration trsmsfer function (%/bs)A~

the coefficient B is negligible for most-airplanes. At low frequencies
the value of the transfer function wouldbe dominatedby the term C/G
and at high frequencies by the term A/E (tail lift contribution). For
most airplanes the term A/E would be small compared with the term C/G.
Thus, the simulator response is seen to be.sjmilsr to the airplsne normsl-
acceleration response, the similarity being exact at low frequencies.

—

h the angle-of-attacktransfer function (a/86)A, the Coefficient P

is small compared with thecoefficient- Q. The simulator is thus seen
to approximate closely the angle-of-attack response of the airplane

:

throughout the frequency range. However, angle of attack is not readily
sensed by the-pilots and therefore it Is not felt that the simulator could
be assumed to represent control of this var’able. On the other hand,
the static relationship between stick displacement snd simulator angul=

.-

response csD be compmred directly with the corresponding ~~lue static-‘. ._ P -..
stability parameters = snd d~.

du
Since these parameters canbe —

w



determined for any airplsne, the simulator static response characteristics
are quoted in terms of these airplane parameters.

APPARATUS

A photograph and a diagrammatic sketch of the ground simulator used
in the investigation are shown in figues 1 end 2, respectively.

The heart of the simulator waa the mass-spring-daahpot system pre-
viously discussed which reproduced the period and dsmping characteristics
of the airplane. The complete simula~or inclu#ed a control stick con-
nected with adjustable gearing to sn elevator T-bar. The T-bar was
connected to the simulation system by springs, and deflection of the
T-bar introduced momnts into the system. The natural frequency could be
varied by proper positioning of the msas and the springs, snd the dsmping
ratio could be varied by proper selection of the deqing fluid.

The moment of inertia of the airplane system was kept very low;

Q therefore, for a wide range of gesring between the T-bsr and the stick
(even ~proaching zero stick movement), there could be no perceptible
force feedback to the stick from this source. All stick forces felt by

● the subject were produced by cantilever syrings fastened to the frsme
of the simulator and att=hed to the control stick by mans of a push-
pull rod. All push-pull rods in the simulatir were prelosded by springs
so u to keep backlash to a minimum.

A wheel type of control stick was used, but the subject was allowed
to hold the control as he pleased, with one hand or two, with finger tips
or ftdl grip. He was also allowed to support his hands and arms in ~
manner he wished. The rmnent of inertia of the stick was 2 slug-feet2,
and the friction in the pivots was negligible compared with the stick
force gradient.

The recording system used was a mschsnical-optical type snd recorded
as a continuous trace on photographic film. Basicslly, the system con-
sisted of a pair of mirrors, one mirror

[

recording mirror A) attached
to the airplsae simulator snd the other recording mirror C) to the
csm follower (see fig. 3). The two mirrors had a ccumnonaxis of rotation
and were moumted so as to be at 90° to each other whenever there was zero
trecking error. Light from a point source was reflected from mirror A to
mirror C and then to the moving film. Similarly, light was reflected
from recording mirror C to recording nzhror A and then to the film.
This setup gave two light paths which produced two traces on the fib.
These two traces intersected whenever the sngle of the mirrors was

% exactly 90° (zero traddng error). A chsmge in sngle of the mirrors
from 900 deflected the traces in opposite directions by an equal amount,

4
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am amount directly proportional to the tracking error. fiasmuch as the -.-

two traces were the inverse of each other and to make the best use of
...

the film, the intersection line was set near the bottom of the film and, w“

in effect, only the absolute value of the error was recorded. Film
records of approximately l-minute duration were taken, end these records
were integrated by using a mechanical integrator to determine the average
error and also the root-mean-squareerror (standard deviation). Figure l(a) -
shows a sample record, and figure l(b) shows a record of the error when
the airplane was gmintained at zero pitch angle (no tracking effort by

—

the sub~ect). For clarity in presentation= the traces below the zero
.

line have been omitted. With the airplane held at zero pitch angle,
the aver~e tracking error was 19 nils and the root-mean-square tracking - “~
error was 23.4 roils.

TESTS AND PR03ZXIRE

The subject;-sitting in a pilot’s seat, saw two horizontal bars Of ._ ..;
light projected on a blackened wall in front of him. One of the light
bars moved in response to stick deflections and, as such, represented
the simulated-airplanemotions. The other.light bar hsi”a random motion

r

and represented the target motions. Ih operation, the subject attempted
to keep the two bars of light together.

The motions of the.target light were produced by a-cam (see fig. 2(a))
driven at 1 revolution per minute. The csmwas designed to provide a
target motion equal to the summation of the first 24 harmonics of a sine
curve. --Theharmonics were all of equal amplitude but had random phsse
relationships. The target motion was adjusted to have a maximum amplitude
of %0 roilsand the highest input frequency was 0.43 cycle per second.
A time history of the target motion is shown in figure 5.

Another piloting task that was investigated involved having the
subject attempt to regulate random pitching moments (similar in nature
to gusty air). In these tests the cam acted on one of the simulator
springs to produce a disturbing moment on the airplane (see fig. 2(b)).
The subject tried to counteract this moment so as to keep the airplane
at zero pitch angle. The same csmwas used smd, for the airplane tested,
the response was adjusted to produce a maximum disturbance of *35 roils.
The csmwas driven four times as fast as it was in the tracking tests to
produce a frequency content that varied from 1.6 tu O.= cycles per sgcond.

Nine subjects were used in the investigation. These included four
professional.test pilots, two pilots who flew regularly with the U. S.
Naval Reserve, and three nonpilots. At the beginning of the tests
sufficient time was given to each of the suljects so that he co~
become completely fsmi~ar with the operation of the simulator and

●

�

✎�

�

F“”
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. Some of the subjects requiredcould stabilize his tracking performance.

w as MUCh as 60 minutes to ccmrpletethis lesrning phase. After completion
of this learning period, there wss no consistent vsriation of performance
level with the flight experience of the subject.

For each test condition, the standsrd procedure was to have the
subject make a test run consisting of k minutes of practice foJMwed by
a l-minute record. Wring a period of 2 or 3 dqys three such test runs
were msde by each subject and a single value of tracking error was deter-
mined for the three records by an ~ersghg procedure. Records which
were obviously not representative of consistent tracking (repeatability
within 1/2 roil)and records taken during the lesrning phases were not
used. The single value thus obtained was considered to be the lowest
that could be consistently repeated by the subject with the particular
condition under test. Although the csm required 1 minuteto recycle
and was operated both forward and backward, it was discovered early in
the tests that the subjects could remmher certain pertinent features
of the target motion. To eLLmins.tethis learning, a second cam [based
on the cosine summation of the harmonics used for the ’originalcam) was
msde and used for practicing, the first csm being used for recording.

*
For these tests the simulated airplane had EUIundsmped natural fre-

quency of 1/2 cycle per second and adanping ratio of approximately 0#.

● For the trsddng investigation, tests were msde at a force grsdient -&
dxg

of 6 pounds per degree with stick gesrings
z

of O.01~, 0.3, 0.6, 1.2,

snd 1.8 inches per degree. These values correspond to a force of 20 pounds
and displacements of O.~, 1, 2, 4, smd 6 inches required for full deflec-
tion of the airplane light bsr. Another force condition tested hsifa
gradient of 0.45 pound per degree with gearings of 0.015, 0.3, and 1.2 inches
per degree. These values correspond to a force of l~pounds and displace-

ments of O.~, 1, snd k inches requ&ed for full deflection of the light
bsx. Points were also obtained for the condition of a stick force
gradient of 3 pounds per degree and a stick-displacement gesring of
1.2 inches per degree and for the condition of a stick force gradient
of 1.5 pounds per degree snd a stick-displacement gearing of 0.015”inch
per degree.

Tests of the gust type
a stick force grsdient of 6
gearings of 0.015, 1.2, and

of input were made only at the conditions of
pounds per degree smd stick-displacement
1.8 inches per degree.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

*

The response of the

4 exactly the same ss that
simulator to a stick displacement was not
of drplanes, as previously discussed. However,

..—
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*

the human readily adapts himself to various types of responses, and it
is felt that the results obtained on the simulator would be sm indication
of the trends to be found in the control of.airplanes. This assumptiw . :..
would, of course, require proof by similsr tests performed in flight.
Equipment similar to the simulator of this investigation has been success-
fully used in ground tests of several airplane control systems.

The results of the tests are presented in figures 6 to 10 in terms
of both the average tracking error end the root-man-square tracking error.
These figures give the individus3 subject’s score at each condition and
also show a series of trend llnes. These trend lines were obtainedby
averaging, at two adjacent test conditions, the results for all those -—

subjects who had test points for both conditions. The nuniberof subjects
used in obtaining the trend lines vsried from 8 to 3.

Figure 6 shows the effects of varying the stick gearing for a stick
force gradient of 6 pounds per degree. Fi&e 7 shows the effects of
varying the stick gearing for a stick force grsilientof 0.45poundper
degree. Figure 8, a cross plot of figures~ and 7, shows the effects of
varying the force grsdient for seversl stic_kgearings. Figure 9 presents
results summsrized from figures 6, 7, md 8 and shows what might be con-

--

sidered the performance of the aver~e subject. Figure 10 presents results “
obtained from the gust type,of inputs.

.

The tracking task presented to the subject contained a very large
&

proportion of high-saqdi’cnde-high-frequency-target motion. b air-to-
air tracking, high-frequency tsrget nmtions exe limited to very smalJ.
amplitudes. lhsmuch ss the *iMty to track these high-frequency motions
was Wnited by the response of the airplsne-su~ject conibihation,the

—

gener~~evel of the tracking error in these tests was &eater than that
expected for visual tracking in flight. The trends as obtained from this
investigation are expected to apply to flight conditions, but in view of
the differences in tsrget motion, the magnitudes of the effects of the
variables studied msy be different.

Figures 6 ad ~ show that reducing the required displacements of
the stick increased the tracking accuracy. For the 6-pound-per-degree
case (fig. 6), this increase in tracking accuracy srnountedto r-
25 percent between the extreme gearings of>.8 and 0.015 inches per
degree. Some of this improvement was thought to be due to the reduced
influence of the inertia of the subject himself’,caused by the reduced
srm and body motions required. In the extreu case of the rigid stick, m
application of force would instantaneouslyproduce the associated mament
on the airplane. Also, for the c-es where smaX1.stick motions were
required, it w possible for the subject to utilize successfully a
control procedure to improve the response of the airplane wherein more
force end displacement were applied thsn were required to hold the stesdy- ~
state response. It was observed in the tests that two or three ti~s

—
b
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the forces required for
“% deflection were used to

msximm (60-miJ_)
accelerate or to

In actual flight when tracking a tsrget,
mqy b~ conditioned by other factors such

9

steady-state airplsne-light-bsr
check the airplane’motions.
the”pilot’s control procedure —
as the loads beina amlied to

the airplane; therefore, his control technique msy be somewhat different
from that siioptedby the subjects for these tests. In actual tracking,
the pilot msy use somewhat slower, more delibera~ control appLLca.tions
which might cause the quality of the tracking to deteriorate.

Figure 8 shows generally that reducing the force grsdient also
increased the tracking accuracy. Between the extreme cases of 6 pounds
per degree and 0.45 pound per degree, the increase in tracking accuracy
smounted to rougldy 20 percent. For the low but perceptible stick forces
the subject was not required to use my arm or back muscles but could
and did displace the stick by using only wrist and finger motions. Ih
fact, the subjects, tith one exception, supported their arms on their
legs for the low-force tests. The use of only wrist and finger motions
Wowed more rapid applications and reversals of stick force. The
improvements in tracldng performance with reduction in force gradients
were not without deterrents. These deterrents are evidenced by the

& increased scatter of the test points and also, for the case of a rigid
stick md low force, by the relatively small number of subjects presented.
The small number of subjects for which data are presented is due to a

* lack of satisfactoq consistency for my of the other subjects. This
result indicates that tith light forces and smalJ displacements the air-
plane response is more subject to insdvertences due to momentszy control
lapses. J3msmch u this type of control is not very familiar, perhaps
substantial learning periods would be recpired before consistent results
could be expected. Additional tests were msde with no force spring
attached to the stick, and these tests showed no further reductions in
tracking error but, in fact, showed increased enors. mere were> h~evs.r~
definite indications that with more practice and a more relaxed attitude
the results of the no-force cases wouldbe in line with the results of
the 0.45-pound-per-degree condition.

The summaryplot of figure 9 for the average subject shows that
for force gradients of 6 and o.k5 pounds per degree the reductionin
tracking error is about the same, approximately 2-roilaverage error
between the extrem conditions plotted. The plot also shows the incresse
in tracking accuracy that results from decreasing the force grsdient to
the low value of 0.45 pound per degree. The points for 1.5 and 3 pounds
per degree indicate that most of this improvement in tracking accuracy
was due to the presence of very low control forces which enabled the
subject to control by using only wrist and finger motions.

* The results of the gust type of inputs, shown in figure 10, indicate
the ssme trends for the 6-pound-per-degree gradient that are indicated

.
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“

by the tracking type of input (fig. 6). Therefore this type of testing
was discontinued in the interest of expediency.

?’

Stick force gradients as low as 0.45 paund per degree, even &hough
superior for tracking-performance accuracy, mqy be relatively worthless
for drplgne installation because the effects of airplane acceleration
on the pilot’s hands and erms could produce--forceson the stick. Also,
if the stick were eqyipped with the usual switches and buttons, operation
of these might procluceairplane motion. It.appesrs, therefore, that
some moderate,force level, with perhaps the “currentJyacceptable minimum
of 3 pounds per g, would be the minimum usable force gradient. This value,
of course, applies to a floor-mounted stick. If an armrest-mounted COll-

troller were used, the minimum force gradient could possibly be less.

—

A general note about these tests is that the tracking performance
of the pilot-airplane combination is domina&ed by the airplane dynamic
response and is much less influenced by the force and displacement
characteristics of the control stick. It appears therefore that W,
airplane that is correspondinglywell dsmped and has a shorter period
would show smaller tracking errors than the airplane simulated in this
investigation. d

CONCLUDING REMARKS
●

An investigation has been made on a single-degree-of-freedom(pitch)
simulator on which the stick force, the stick motion, and the naturaL-

.—

frequency and damping characteristics of the simulated airplane could
be varied to obtain am indication as to the desired magnitudes of the

—

control-stick gearing and the force gradient in relation to the perfom
ante of a tracking task.

The results of tests for swell-damped fighter-t~e airplane show
that, “asthe stick displacement required was reduced to almost zero, the
tracking accuracy of the subjects @roved. The tests also showed that

—

as the force required was reduced’the tracking accuracy improved.

The control technique used by the_subJects in this investigation
msy be somewhat different from that used in-actual.flight. In these
tests, the subjects utilized a procedure to improve the response of the
airplane wherein much mare force smd displacement were applied than were
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h

required to give stesdy-state response. ~ tracking fMght~ the control
procedure msy be conditioned by other factors, snd control qplications

v may be somewhat slower snd more de~berate.

Lsngley Aeronautical kborato~,
Nationsl Advisov Cormnitteefor Aeronautics,

~@Y FieM, Va., January u, 1.~5.
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Figure l.- Ground simulator used in investigation. L-85335.1
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for force gradient of 6 pounds per degree. Test-point s@ols indicate

. different subjects.
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